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Assessing the proficiency of trial lawyers in different legal fields is
of significant importance since a qualified lawyer or lawyer team
can strive for his clients’ best rights while ensuring the fairness
of litigations. However, proficiency assessment for lawyers is very
challenging due to many technical and domain challenges, such
as the lack of unified evaluation standards, and the complex interactions between lawyers and cases in real legal systems. To this
end, we propose a novel proficiency assessment network for trial
lawyers (LawyerPAN) to quantify lawyer proficiency through online litigation records. Specifically, we first leverage the theories in
psychological measurement for mapping the proficiency of lawyers
in each field into a unified real number space. Meanwhile, the characteristics of cases (i.e., case difficulty and discrimination) are well
modeled to ensure fairness when assessing lawyers in different
cases and fields. Then, we model the interactions between lawyers
and cases from two perspectives: the anticipatory perspective aims
to measure the personal proficiency of anticipated strategy, and the
adversarial perspective seeks to depict the gap of lawyers’ proficiency between both sides (i.e., plaintiffs and defendants). Finally,
we conduct extensive experiments on real-world data, and the results show the effectiveness and interpretability of our approaches
on assessing the proficiency of trial lawyers.

1

INTRODUCTION

As an emerging trend, more and more legal platforms 1 come to
provide online services [33] to meet the increasing legislative requirements, where people can seek legal assistance from lawyers
conveniently. However, there are many lawyers who have tremendously different proficiency levels and differentiated areas of expertise, which brings enormous difficulties in choosing appropriate
legal teams to the general public who are often unfamiliar with
this legal field. Therefore, it is quite necessary to make professional
profiles for lawyers by assessing their fine-grained expertise proficiency in various fields [8].
However, the proficiency assessment of trial lawyers is quite
a complicated problem. In fact, good lawyers strive for the best
rights of their clients, while ensuring the fairness of the proceedings, instead of defining “win” and “loss” the same way most nonprofessional people do [15, 22, 27]. For better understanding, Figure 1 gives a toy example. Tracing back the career of one lawyer, we
can find that she has taken charge of some cases, where each case
is corresponding to a textual description and is related to several
fields of crimes (i.e., “Murder” and “Affray” in “Case 1”). Generally
speaking, before the trial, the lawyer meet with the client to discuss
the anticipatory strategies to be pursued at the trial from relevant
evidence and legal articles. In court, the trial lawyer should present
evidence and claims and properly refute the evidence and words
that against the client with adversarial lawyers (i.e., plaintiff or defendant) during the trial [11]. After a series of debates, they receive
a final court judgment, from which the effects of lawyers, in this
case, can be evaluated (e.g., in “Case 2”, the lawyer argued that
the burglar had voluntarily confessed to the crime and that it was
the first time, and the judge accepted the opinion and reduced the
punishment. We believe the lawyer had a positive effectiveness on
this case while maintaining justice). Naturally, through analyzing
“Case 1”, we can roughly assess her skills in “Murder” and “Affray”
fields. Through all of her careers, we can get a comprehensive assessment of her fields of expertise (i.e., Murder, Affray, Steal, Fraud
and Illegally Storing Guns, as shown in the radar map of Figure 1).
In the literature, there are many studies on Legal Intelligence
by means of large number of unstructured textual resources in
this domain. Some studies focuse on legal judgment prediction and
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Figure 1: An example of lawyer assessment. The lawyer handles 3 cases and leaves the judgment records related to 5 fields.
Specifically, the judgment records show the process and details of litigations. With proficiency assessment methods, we get
the assessment report containing the lawyer’s proficiency in each field and difficulties of each case.
information retrieval using judgment documents [21, 29, 37, 39].
The others are about legal question answering according to the
legal articles and court records [7, 40]. Unfortunately, few studies
have been done from the perspective of lawyer profiling except
some social network-based approaches [3, 26]. To this end, driven
by the actual needs of this legal domain, we propose a focused study
on assessing proficiency of trial lawyers.
As a matter of fact, many technological and domain challenges
are inherent in designing an automatic solution to this problem.
In the first place, it is unavoidable to rely on judgment results of
cases when assessing the proficiency of trial lawyers [28, 41]. In
reality, different lawyers might show various proficiencies in the
same case, and we still lack a well-defined quantifiable standard
of expertise. Each lawyer is usually responsible for some specific
fields. Thus, it is unfair to compare them directly. Things get more
complicated when it comes to lawyers with different fields of expertise in charge of different cases. Second, the litigation is not
only about one lawyer, but also a debate involving other lawyers
and adversarial circumstance, meaning that we have to start from
multiple perspectives (i.e., not only from a individual perspective
but also from an adversarial perspective) to assess the target lawyer.
Third, although the proficiency of lawyers has a significant influence on the final judgment of cases [15, 31], the characteristics of
the case itself also play an essential role (e.g., the difficulty and
discrimination of cases). It is obvious that a more challenging and
unusual lawsuit puts a higher demand on proficiencies of lawyers.
To conquer these challenges, in this paper, we first propose a
Lawyer Proficiency Assessment Network (LawyerPAN) for mining
proficiency of lawyers in various fields through litigation records
of lawyers. Specifically, as we cannot obtain the true field proficiency of lawyers in the real world, we leverage lawyer effectiveness prediction task to automatically learn the lawyer proficiency.
First, LawyerPAN maps the lawyer, case and team factors in each
field into a unified real number space ranging from 0 to 1. Since
the importance of cases factors, we quantify the case difficulty by
encoding textual descriptions of cases, and characterize the case
discrimination with the maximum difference of the proficiencies
of all lawyers in the plaintiff or defendant team. Then, considering
the legal scene’s complexity, LawyerPAN models the interactions
between lawyers and cases from multiple perspectives (i.e., the
anticipatory and adversarial perspectives) with utilizing proposed
joint probability formula for lawyer proficiency assessment. To be

specific, the anticipatory view uses relative level of lawyer proficiency and case difficulty to indicate the probability that the lawyer
might have a positive effectiveness on the case, while the adversarial view aims to depict the gap of lawyers’ proficiency between both
sides in the debate. Finally, we evaluate LawyerPAN by conducting
extensive experiments on a real-world dataset 2 , and the experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness and interpretability of
LawyerPAN for assessing the lawyer proficiency in different fields.
Significantly, proficiency assessment of trial lawyers can be of great
help to match lawyers with cases in the corresponding fields and
provide personalized legal service.

2

RELATED WORK

As far as we are concerned, few existing works have been directly
designed for lawyer assessment, while much research about legal
Intelligence can give us some inspirations. Besides, according to
our investigation, there are potential similarities between lawyer
profiling and some proficiency assessment approaches, so we have
borrowed some ideas from these relevant research fields.

2.1

Legal Intelligence

Legal Intelligence mainly focuses on applying artificial intelligence
technologies to traditional legal tasks. Generally, most data resources in this field are unstructured texts, such as judgment documents, contracts, and legal opinions. Therefore, most LegalAI tasks
are based on Natural Language Processing technologies [17, 28,
37, 41] which could be mainly divided into three aspects. First,
researchers[21, 39] have paid much attention to Legal Judgment
Prediction (LJP), which automatically decides the judgment results
based on case fact. For example, researchers in [39] explored the
multiple subtasks of legal judgment and modeled the judgment
process according to topological order of subtasks. Second, Legal
Question Answering has been widely studied in Legal Intelligence,
which aims at answering questions in the legal domain[7, 40]. For instance, researchers in [40] proposed a dataset collected from the bar
exam and showed the performance of giving some baselines. Finally,
Information Retrieval is a typical application in Legal Intelligence
[29]. Researchers in [29] models the paragraph-level interactions
of case documents for legal case retrieval task.
2 https://www.51djl.com/
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Especially in terms of lawyer profiling, few studies have been
done from this perspective. Some studies are social network-based
approaches, which focus on ranking lawyers and searching unusual
events through legal cases [3, 26]. The others are based on social
statistics [11, 27, 30]. Unfortunately, these methods show some
limitations in exploiting cases to precisely represent the lawyers’
proficiency level in each field because achieving this task has to
not only handle multiple heterogeneous fields (e.g., Steal, Fraud)
but also consider associations between the teammates and rivals.

2.2

3.1

Proficiency Assessment

where 𝑃 (𝜃 ) is the correct probability, 𝐷 is a constant which often
set as 1.7 [10]. That is, the probability of correct response to the
exercises is positively correlated with students’ knowledge proficiency.
Though positive progress has been made by IRT in education
intelligence, it lacks the capability of deep feature representations
since only one dimension has been considered.

Proficiency Assessment is a necessary and fundamental task in
many real-world scenarios such as psychological education [35],
games [4] and e-commerce [13].
Psychological education. In intelligent education systems [2,
19], cognitive diagnosis aims to discover the states of students in
the learning process, such as their proficiencies on specific knowledge concepts [18]. DINA [5, 34] and IRT [10] are two of the most
typical works from the educational psychology area, which model
the result of a student answering an exercise as the interaction
between the trait features of the student (𝜃 ) and the exercise (𝛽).
Specifically, in DINA, 𝜃 and 𝛽 are binary, where 𝛽 comes directly
from Q-matrix (a human labeled exercise-knowledge correlation
matrix). In IRT, 𝜃 and 𝛽 are unidimensional and continuous latent
traits, indicating student proficiency and exercise difficulty respectively. The interaction between the trait features is modeled in a
logistic way (e.g., a simple version is 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑 (𝑎(𝜃 − 𝛽))), where 𝑎
is the exercise discrimination parameter. Recently, deep learning
models have also been applied successfully to diagnose students’
cognition combined with traditional functions [35].
Games. Gaming research mostly emphasizes the tracking the
pairwise influence and analyzes players or heroes, by assessing the
synthetic ability score, or by exploring the high-order interactions
among the heroes and teams [12]. This ability score is usually
derived from the probabilistic algorithms like BradleyTerry, ELO,
Glicko, TrueSkill [9, 14]. The ability of the team is then modeled as
the summation of the team members’ scores.
E-commerce. The factorization algorithm, which is one of the
common methods in e-commerce, treats the recommendation as a
user-item matrix reconstruction problem and model the user-item
interactions by dot product of latent vectors [23, 36]. In recent years,
deep learning has also been applied successfully to the classical
collaborative filtering user-item matrix reconstruction problems
from different perspectives [13].
However, due to the variable cooperation of lawyers and the
complicated antagonistic relationship in litigation, the above evaluation methods are difficult to be directly applied to the assessment
of lawyers’ proficiency.

3

Proficiency Assessment Modeling

3.1.1 Item Response Theory. IRT is one of the most important
psychological and educational theories, which roots in psychological measurement [10, 20]. With the student latent trait 𝜃 , question
discrimination 𝑎 and difficulty 𝛽 as parameters, IRT can predict the
probability that the student answers a specific question correctly
with the Sigmoid function, and the 2-parameter logistic model of
IRT is formulated as:
1
,
(1)
𝑃 (𝜃 ) =
1 + 𝑒 −𝐷𝑎 (𝜃 −𝛽)

3.1.2 Lawyer Proficiency Assessment. Inspired by proficiency
assessment approach and team ability modeling [12, 38], we formulate the joint probability for lawyer proficiency assessment as:
𝑃 (𝜃 ) =

1
1 + 𝑒 −𝑄 ·(𝑀𝑎𝑥Θ−𝑀𝑖𝑛Θ) (𝜃 −𝛽)

.

(2)

Parameter 𝑄 and Q-matrix. Parameter 𝑄 represents Q-matrix
[32], which is a human labeled binary correlation matrix which
denotes that the corresponding relationship between cases and legal
fields. 𝑸 𝑖,𝑗 = 1 if case 𝑖 relates to field 𝑗 and 𝑸 𝑖,𝑗 = 0 otherwise.
Parameter Θ. Parameter Θ indicates all the proficiency of lawyers
involved in this case. In most fields of law, lawyers need to master
enough legal knowledge to be skilled in handling litigations. For
each case, we regard the effectiveness of distinguishing lawyers’
skills as case discrimination. Specifically, we utilize the difference between the most proficient and the least proficient lawyers
to quantify the case discrimination.
Parameter 𝜃 and 𝛽. Since strategy making and debate circumstance are involved in court trial proceedings, we use formula (2)
to contrast two relationships: 1) Modeling the relative relationship
between lawyer proficiency and case difficulty in anticipatory circumstance (i.e., 𝜃 stands for lawyer proficiency and 𝛽 stands for
case difficulty). That is, if the lawyer proficiency is higher than
the case difficultly, the lawyer might have a positive effectiveness
on this case. Further, the probability of positive effectiveness to
the cases is positively correlated with lawyers’ field proficiency
[30]. 2) Comparing proficiencies of the two teams in adversarial circumstance (i.e., regard 𝜃 and 𝛽 as plaintiff and defendant team
proficiency respectively).
We will expand each parameter in the formula to multiple dimensions, and each dimension represents one field of expertise.

PRELIMINARIES
3.2

In order to better present the modeling process, we first introduce
relevant psychological and educational theory (i.e., Item Response
Theory [10, 20]). Then, we propose a joint probability formula of
Lawyer Proficiency Assessment inspired by the theory of psychological education. Finally, we will give a formal problem formulation
of proficiency assessment of lawyers.

Proficiency Assessment Task

In this section, we define the input data and the modeling problem
in this paper. We summarize the notations in Table 1. Specifically,
we assume that there are 𝑁 Lawyers, 𝑀 Cases and 𝐾 Fields at
a legal system, which can be represented as 𝐿 = {𝑙 1, 𝑙 2, . . . , 𝑙 𝑁 },
𝐶 = {𝑐 1, 𝑐 2, . . . , 𝑐 𝑀 } and 𝐹 = {𝑓1, 𝑓2, . . . , 𝑓𝐾 } respectively.
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Table 1: Several important mathematical notations.
Notation
𝑳
𝑪
𝑭
𝑹
𝑮∗

Description
The set of lawyers.
The set of cases.
The set of fields.
The set of judgment records.
The set of lawyers in plaintiff or defendant team.

𝒉𝑙
𝑸𝑐

The proficiency of lawyers.
The case-field mappings of cases.
The difficulty of cases when the lawyer agent for
plaintiff or defendant.
The discrimination of cases.
The team proficiency of lawyers in plaintiff
or defendant team.
The representation of plaintiff or defendant team.
The uniformization function.
The output of anticipatory module.
The output of adversarial module.

𝑑𝑖 𝑓 𝑓

𝒉∗

𝒉𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐
∗
𝒉𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚
∗
𝑻∗
𝛾 (·)
𝒙𝐴
𝒙𝑇

Tried Cases

𝒄𝒄𝟏𝟏 (𝒇𝒇𝟏𝟏 , 𝒇𝒇𝟐𝟐 )

𝒄𝒄𝟐𝟐 (𝒇𝒇𝟑𝟑 , 𝒇𝒇𝟒𝟒 )

4

𝒄𝒄𝟑𝟑 (𝒇𝒇𝟐𝟐 , 𝒇𝒇𝟓𝟓 )

……

𝒄𝒄𝒑𝒑 (𝒇𝒇𝟑𝟑 , 𝒇𝒇𝟓𝟓 )

4.1

1) Train
Proficiency
𝒇𝒇𝟏𝟏 : 𝟎𝟎. 𝟕𝟕
𝒇𝒇𝟐𝟐 : 𝟎𝟎. 𝟓𝟓
𝒇𝒇𝟑𝟑 : 𝟎𝟎. 𝟖𝟖
𝒇𝒇𝟒𝟒 : 𝟎𝟎. 𝟖𝟖
𝒇𝒇𝟓𝟓 : 𝟎𝟎. 𝟑𝟑

Proficiency
Assessment

LawyerPAN

PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT FOR LAWYERS

In this section, we describe the details of LawyerPAN, which is a
proficiency assessment network. Figure 3 illustrates the structure
of LawyerPAN. The entire architecture could be split into three
parts in a high-level discussion. First, the initial input is an embedding layer which consists of lawyers, cases and team factors.
Specifically, the fields, difficulties and discriminations of cases are
taken into case factors. We use a normalized function to unify and
represent team proficiencies. Second, assessment layer, which aims
to generate relations between lawyers and cases in different fields,
could automatically learn the proficiency of lawyers from anticipatory module and adversarial module. Finally, interaction layer
and output layer are designed to learn the proficiency relations on
different levels adaptively.

Untried Cases

Handle

Assessed
Lawyer

ℎ𝑙𝑖 ; 2) In the prediction stage, after obtaining the trained LawyerPAN, for each untried cases without judgment results, we could
estimate its proficiency with the available contextual information.
Definition 2 (Lawyer Effectiveness Prediction). Given lawyers
𝐿, handled cases 𝐶 and the Q-matrix (i.e., 𝑸), the goal of lawyer effectiveness prediction task is to predict whether the assessed lawyers
have positive effectiveness on the case.

Input and Embedding Layer

Here we introduce representations of lawyer factors, case factors
and, team factors in LawyerPAN.

2) Predict

4.1.1 Lawyer factors. In LawyerPAN, each lawyer is represented
with a proficiency vector. The lawyer factor 𝒉𝑙 , which corresponds
to the parameter 𝜽 in formula (2), is obtained by multiplying the
lawyer’s one-hot representation 𝒙 𝑙 . That is,


𝒉𝑙 = sigmoid 𝒙 𝑙 × 𝑬 𝑙 ,
(3)

Figure 2: The framework of task.
lawyers in
Case logs. Each case includes
n
o plaintiff and defen𝑝𝑙𝑎 𝑑𝑒 𝑓
∗
dant teams denoted as 𝑐 𝑗 = 𝐺 𝑗 , 𝐺 𝑗 , 𝐷 𝑤
𝑗 , 𝐺 𝑗 = {𝑙 1 , 𝑙 2 , . . . , 𝑙𝑈 },
which 𝑈 represents the number of lawyers in corresponding team.
Further, case descriptions are expressed as word sequences 𝐷 𝑤
𝑗 =
n
o
𝑤
𝑤
𝑤
𝑑 𝑗,1, 𝑑 𝑗,2, . . . , 𝑑 𝑗,𝑛 𝑤 , where 𝑛 𝑤 denotes the length of the sequence.

where 𝒉𝑙 ∈ (0, 1) 1×𝐾 , 𝑥 𝑙 ∈ {0, 1}1×𝑁 , trainable matrix 𝑬 𝑙 ∈ R𝑁 ×𝐾 .
Specifically, the same trainable matrix 𝑬 𝑙 is used to learn the
lawyer proficiency vector in the plaintiff or defendant team. In
the same way, the input of team factors to LawyerPAN, which
corresponds to the parameter 𝚯 in formula (2), is lawyers’ one-hot
representation of plaintiff and defendant team. Field proficiency of
lawyers in plaintiff and defendant team are denoted as:


𝑝
𝑙
𝒉𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚
(4)
𝑝𝑙𝑎 = sigmoid 𝒙 × 𝑬 ,


𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚
𝑑
𝑙
𝒉𝑑𝑒
(5)
𝑓 = sigmoid 𝒙 × 𝑬 ,

In addition, we have Q-matrix 𝑸 ∈ R𝑀×𝐾 to represent related fields
mentioned in Section 3.1.2.
Lawyer records. Each lawyer handles some cases, and the judgment records are represented by 𝑅, which 𝑅𝑖 𝑗 = (𝑙𝑖 , 𝑐 𝑗 , 𝑦𝑖 𝑗 ) denotes
the lawyer 𝑙𝑖 obtains judgment result 𝑦𝑖 𝑗 on case 𝑐 𝑗 . The judgment
result 𝑦𝑖 𝑗 = 1 if lawyer 𝑙𝑖 has positive effectiveness (e.g., compensation or reducing penalty) on case 𝑐 𝑗 and 𝑦𝑖 𝑗 = 0 otherwise.
Definition 1 (Problem Definition). Formally, given lawyers’
judgment records 𝑅 and the Q-matrix (i.e., 𝑸), our goal is to leverage
the judgment records 𝑅 to train a prediction model M (e.g., LawyerPAN), which can be used to estimate the proficiencies for lawyers on
each field in the newly-conducted prediction (i.e., case 𝑐 𝑝 ) through
Lawyer Effectiveness Prediction process.
As shown in Figure 2, our solution is a two-stage framework,
which contains a training stage and a prediction stage: 1) In the
training stage, given judgment records as well as contextual information of cases (i.e., lawyers in plaintiff and defendant team), we
propose LawyerPAN to understand and represent all contextual
information of each case 𝑐𝑖 as corresponding predicted proficiencies

𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚 ∈ (0, 1)𝑈𝑑 ×𝐾 ,
in which 𝒉𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚
∈ (0, 1)𝑈𝑝 ×𝐾 , 𝑥 𝑝 ∈ {0, 1}𝑈𝑝 ×𝑁 , 𝒉𝑑𝑒
𝑝𝑙𝑎
𝑓

𝑥 𝑑 ∈ {0, 1}𝑈𝑑 ×𝑁 . 𝑈𝑝 and 𝑈𝑑 are numbers of lawyers in the plaintiff
and defendant team. 𝑥 𝑝 is the one-hot representation matrix of the
plaintiff team. Similarly, 𝑥 𝑑 corresponds to defendant team.
4.1.2 Case factors. In reality, each case itself has objective facts,
involving relevant legal principles and legal articles. We regard
them as case factors. To make a general representation and more
precise assessment, we adopt three case factors: field vector, difficulty vector and discrimination vector.
Field vector. For each case, the case factor 𝑸 𝑐 , which corresponds to the parameter 𝑸 in formula (2), is directly from the
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factors to express the gap of team proficiency and case difficulty in
plaintiff and defendant teams.
After obtaining representations of all the lawyers in plaintiff and
𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚 ) in formula (4) and (5), we
defendant team (i.e., 𝒉𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚
and 𝒉𝑑𝑒
𝑝𝑙𝑎
𝑓
indicate the team representations with the gap of team proficiency
and case difficulty of both teams as:


𝑑𝑖 𝑓 𝑓
𝑻 𝑝𝑙𝑎 = 𝛾 𝒉𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚
− 𝒉𝑝𝑙𝑎 ,
(12)
𝑝𝑙𝑎


𝑑𝑖 𝑓 𝑓
𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚
𝑻 𝑑𝑒 𝑓 = 𝛾 𝒉𝑑𝑒
− 𝒉𝑑𝑒 𝑓 ,
(13)
𝑓

Judgment Result

Adversarial module

- h

BERT

Prediction

Plaintiff Team

…

where 𝛾 (·) is a function which is proposed to uniformization the
𝑈 -dimensional representation vector of the team. Intuitively, the
overall level of the team depends more on the lawyer with the
highest proficiency. Therefore, we formulate it as:

Defendant Team

Figure 3: The illustration of the proposed LawyerPAN model.
Overall, from the bottom up, it can be divided into 3 layers:
1) Input and Embedding Layer, which consists of assessment
lawyers, cases and team factors; 2) Assessment Layer, which
contains two modules to learn multiple complex relations
between lawyers and cases; 3) Interaction and Output Layer,
which is designed for feature learning and final prediction.
𝑸 𝑐 = 𝑥 𝑐 × 𝑸,
and 𝑥 𝑐

softmax (𝑽 )𝑖 ◦ 𝑽 𝑖 ,

(14)

where 𝑽 ∈ (0, 1)𝑈 ×𝐾 , 𝜸 (𝑉 ) ∈ (0, 1) 1×𝐾 .

Assessment Layer

For a more detailed assessment of the lawyer’s proficiency in each
field, we model the relationship between lawyers and cases in two
scenarios mentioned in Section 3.1.2. That is anticipatory module
to model strategy making proceedings, and adversarial module to
model the debate in court trial proceedings.

(6)

{0, 1}1×𝑀

where 𝑸 𝑐 ∈
∈
is the one-hot representation vector of the case.
Difficulty vector.
First, given a word sequence of the case de
scription 𝐷 𝑤 = 𝑑 1𝑤 , 𝑑 2𝑤 , . . . , 𝑑𝑛𝑤𝑤 , we map each word of 𝐷 𝑤 into
word embedding by BERT [6], and get the case embedding sequence
𝑠𝑑 ∈ R𝑑𝑐 by applying mean-pooling over 𝑥 𝑤 , where 𝑑𝑐 is the dimension of case embedding, 𝑛 𝑤 is the length of word sequence.
Then, 𝒉𝑑𝑖 𝑓 𝑓 ∈ (0, 1) 1×𝐾 indicates the difficulty of each field. We
𝑑𝑖 𝑓 𝑓
𝑑𝑖 𝑓 𝑓
further use 𝒉𝑝𝑙𝑎 and 𝒉𝑑𝑒 𝑓 to distinguish difficulties of defending
for the plaintiff and defendant which corresponds to the parameter
𝜷 in formula (2). The difficulty factors can be obtained by:


𝑑𝑖 𝑓 𝑓
𝒉𝑝𝑙𝑎 = sigmoid 𝑾 𝑝 𝒔𝑑 + 𝒃 𝑝 ,
(7)


𝑑𝑖 𝑓 𝑓
𝒉𝑑𝑒 𝑓 = sigmoid 𝑾 𝑑 𝒔𝑑 + 𝒃 𝑑 ,
(8)
𝒔𝑑 = 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙 (𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇 ( [𝑑 1𝑤 , 𝑑 2𝑤 , . . . , 𝑑𝑛𝑤𝑤 ])),

𝑈
Õ
𝑖=0

4.2

pre-given Q-matrix:
{0, 1}1×𝐾 ,

𝛾 (𝑽 ) =

4.2.1 Anticipatory module. To exploit relationships between
assessed lawyers and case difficulties, the anticipatory module denotes the probability of higher proficiency compared with the case
in the covered field. Following by formula (2), we formulate it as:



 𝑸 ◦ 𝒉𝑙 − 𝒉𝑑𝑖 𝑓 𝑓 × 𝒉𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐 𝑙 ∈ 𝐺 𝑝𝑙𝑎


𝑐
𝑝𝑙𝑎
𝑝𝑙𝑎
𝐴


𝒙 =
,
(15)
𝑑𝑖 𝑓 𝑓

𝑙 ∈ 𝐺 𝑑𝑒 𝑓
 𝑸 𝑐 ◦ 𝒉𝑙 − 𝒉𝑑𝑒 𝑓 × 𝒉𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐
𝑑𝑒
𝑓

where ◦ is an element-wise product, 𝑙 indicates the assessed lawyer,
𝐺 𝑝𝑙𝑎 and 𝐺 𝑑𝑒 𝑓 represents all of the lawyers which handled corresponding cases in plaintiff and defendant team.
4.2.2 Adversarial module. In this module, to probe relationships between lawyers and cases in plaintiff and defendant teams,
we formulate the probability of relative superiority for lawyers
between plaintiff and defendant teams as:




𝑙 ∈ 𝐺 𝑝𝑙𝑎
 𝑸 𝑐 ◦ 𝑻 𝑝𝑙𝑎 − 𝑻 𝑑𝑒 𝑓 × 𝒉𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐

𝑝𝑙𝑎
𝑇


𝒙 =
.
(16)

𝑙 ∈ 𝐺 𝑑𝑒 𝑓
 𝑸 𝑐 ◦ 𝑻 𝑑𝑒 𝑓 − 𝑻 𝑝𝑙𝑎 × 𝒉𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐
𝑑𝑒
𝑓


(9)

where 𝑾 ∗ and 𝒃 ∗ are learnable weight matrices and biases. Specifically, 𝑾 𝑝 and 𝑾 𝑑 show explainable relations of different difficulties
between the plaintiff and defendant which lawyers handled.
Discrimination vector. 𝒉𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐 ∈ (0, 1) indicates the capability of the case to differentiate between those lawyers whose field
proficiency is high from those with low field proficiency. The discrimination factors can be obtained by:


𝑐
𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚
𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚
𝑐
ℎ𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐
=
sigmoid
𝑾
(𝑀𝑎𝑥
(𝒉
)
−
𝑀𝑖𝑛(𝒉
))
+
𝒃
, (10)
𝑝𝑙𝑎
𝑝𝑙𝑎
𝑝𝑙𝑎


𝑐
𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚
𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚
𝑐
ℎ𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐
𝑑𝑒 𝑓 = sigmoid 𝑾 (𝑀𝑎𝑥 (𝒉𝑑𝑒 𝑓 ) − 𝑀𝑖𝑛(𝒉𝑑𝑒 𝑓 )) + 𝒃 . (11)

4.3

Interaction and Output Layer

To adaptively integrate proficiency information, we concatenate
representations of anticipatory and adversarial module. Followings
are full connection layers and a prediction layer:



𝒐 1 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ 𝑾 1 Concat 𝒙 𝐴 , 𝒙𝑇 ,

4.1.3 Team factors. The compositions of plaintiff team and defendant team are essential for adversarial information of litigations.
Intuitively, we first obtain the representations of all the lawyers in
plaintiff team and defendant team, respectively. Then, we utilize a
uniform function to represent the team proficiency of lawyers with
lower dimensions. Finally, we utilize the team factors and the case

𝒐 2 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ (𝑾 2 𝒐 1 ) ,

(17)

𝒚 = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑 (𝑾 3 𝒐 2 ) .
To satisfy the positively correlation between the probability 𝒙 𝐴 ,
𝒙𝑇 and prediction result 𝒚 mentioned in Section 3.1.2, we adopt a
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Table 2: Dataset Statistics.

strategy which restricts each weights of fully connection layer (e.g.,
𝜕𝑦
W1 , W2 and W3 ) to be positive [35]. It can be easily proved that 𝑙
is positive for each entry ℎ𝑙𝑖

Dataset
# Lawyers
# Cases
# Fields
# Judgment records
# Lawyers per case
# Causes per case

𝜕ℎ𝑖
in 𝒉𝑙 . Thus the positively correlation is

always satisfied during training.

4.4

Learning
Mumber of lawyers

The loss function of LawyerPAN is cross entropy between the
ˆ
ground truth 𝑦 and prediction probability of 𝑦:
Õ
(𝑦𝑖 log 𝑦ˆ𝑖 + (1 − 𝑦𝑖 ) log (1 − 𝑦ˆ𝑖 )) .
L=−
(18)
𝑖

After training, the value of 𝒉𝑙 ∈ (0, 1) 1×𝐾 is the assessment
result, which denotes the lawyer’s proficiency in 𝐾 fields.

5

600
400
200
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Average of effectiveness

1.0

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

Average of effectiveness

(b) Individual Distribution of One Lawyer

Figure 4: The distribution statistics of lawyer effectiveness
in LCHR-small dataset.

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of LawyerPAN.
First, we compare our LawyerPAN with some baselines and its
variants on real-world datasets. Then, we make some interpretation assessments of models. As we cannot obtain the true field
proficiency of lawyers in the real world, the assessment results are
usually acquired through predicting lawyers’ effectiveness, which
can indirectly evaluate the model. Finally, case studies from individual and team perspectives are used to demonstrate the effectiveness
and interpretability of lawyer assessments in the real world.

5.1

800

(a) Overall Distribution of Lawyers

EXPERIMENTS

LCHR
29,015
77,2920
636
1,020,090
1.623
1.004

Civil Dispute
Contract Dispute
Intellectual Property
Estate
Company Dispute
Criminal

1000

0

LCHR-small
26,430
193,444
525
440,614
2.442
1.005

right part shows the effectiveness of a certain civil majored lawyer
for different legal fields (e.g., civil dispute, contract dispute), which
supports the idea that the proficiency varies greatly for different
legal fields of the one lawyer.

5.2

Experimental Setup

Parameters setting. As the descriptions of facts are written by
Chinese court clerk, word embeddings are obtained by the pretrained “BERT-base, Chinese” model of BERT [6]. We adopt the
second-to-last layer of BERT to train our model, and all the parameters of BERT model are set to the frozen state. Meanwhile, we
set the maximum document length as 510 words. For training, the
learning rate of Adam optimizer [16] is initialized as 10−4 . We train
every model for 20 epochs with batch size 64 and choose the best
model on the validation set for testing. To evaluate the performance
of our model, all baseline models are implemented by Python, and
all experiments are run on a Linux server with four 2.30GHz Intel
Xeon Gold 5218 CPUs and a Tesla V100 GPU.
Evaluation metrics. The performance of a proficiency assessment
model is difficult to evaluate as we cannot obtain the true legal field
proficiency of lawyers in the real world. As the assessment results
are usually acquired through predicting lawyers’ effectiveness, performance on this prediction task can indirectly evaluate the model.
Therefore, for predicting the positive effectiveness of lawyers, we
choose four evaluation metrics from both classification aspect and
regression aspect, including Accuracy, RMSE (Root Mean Square
Error), AUC (Area Under the Curve), and F1-score. Generally speaking, the better prediction has a high value among Accuracy, AUC,
and F1-score. And the lower values of the RMSE values are, the
better prediction is obtained.

Dataset Description

As there are no publicly available datasets for Lawyer Proficiency
Assessment, we construct LCHR 3 , a Lawyer Cases H andling
Records dataset, which is collected from the 51djl.com in China.
Specifically, LCHR mainly contains lawyers, cases, legal fields and
judgment records. Among them, case logs consist of fields, case
descriptions, and participating lawyers. Many cases contain multiple plaintiffs and defendants. The cases are settled from 2014 to
2017 in a certain region of China, where all the dismissed cases and
executive cases have been removed. Lawyer records are consist of
judgment records (i.e., a set of case logs which the lawyer handled)
and judgment results (i.e., labels of whether the lawyer has positive
effectiveness on the case). Besides, the labels of the fields (i.e., Qmatrix) and judgment results are summarized from the judgment
documents and labeled by legal experts who have no conflict of
interest with those involved in these cases.
In the data processing, for effective training, we construct LCHRsmall by deleting cases which contain only one lawyer on the basis
of LCHR. As for lawyer records, we filter out lawyers with less than
10 judgment records respectively to guarantee that each lawyer has
enough data for assessment. Meanwhile, we divide all datasets into
training, validation, and test sets according to the ratio of 7:1:2. To be
consistent with the reality (i.e., any case will be handled only once),
we remove the validation and test cases which appear in the training
set. Table 2 summarizes basic statistics of the whole datasets. In
addition, some fine-grained statistics of LCHR-small are shown in
Figure 4. Specifically, the left part is a histogram chart denoting
the distribution of the effectiveness of lawyers, where we can find
the tremendously different levels of the lawyers’ proficiency. The

5.3

Baseline Approaches

To evaluate the performance of our model on lawyer effectiveness
prediction task, we selecte a number of representative methods
as baselines. Specifically, we first choose some general and basic
approaches as follows:
• LR [24]: a linear model with logistic loss for classification.
• AVG: a statistical-based approach by taking an average of
the effectiveness value in all cases of each lawyer.

3 https://github.com/bigdata-ustc/LawyerPAN
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Table 3: The prediction performance of lawyers’ effectiveness on cases. The values in brackets of LawyerPAN indicate the
relative increase over NeuralCDM-BERT.
Methods

LCHR-small

LCHR

Accuracy

RMSE

AUC

F1

Accuracy

RMSE

AUC

F1

LR
AVG
BERT

0.709
0.706
0.723

0.455
0.443
0.416

0.649
0.663
0.763

0.829
0.810
0.805

0.694
0.715
0.731

0.458
0.438
0.412

0.652
0.685
0.779

0.819
0.816
0.804

PMF
IRT
TrueSkill
NeuralCDM
NeuralCDM-BERT

0.504
0.701
0.700
0.720
0.749

0.459
0.484
0.483
0.423
0.399

0.500
0.523
0.663
0.749
0.799

0.588
0.823
0.824
0.808
0.829

0.498
0.693
0.693
0.756
0.756

0.462
0.506
0.447
0.412
0.396

0.494
0.498
0.681
0.785
0.815

0.579
0.818
0.819
0.844
0.828

LawyerPAN
LawyerPAN-EI
LawyerPAN-SC
LawyerPAN-AM

0.878 (+0.13)
0.873
0.765
0.877

0.303 (-0.10)
0.304
0.390
0.306

0.929 (+0.13)

0.914 (+0.09)

0.931
0.826
0.926

0.910
0.838
0.912

0.291 (-0.11)

0.882
0.810
0.879

0.941 (+0.13)

0.294
0.362
0.296

0.917 (+0.09)

0.940
0.868
0.937

0.915
0.866
0.913

Table 4: Experimental results on uniformization function.

• BERT [6]: a word encoder representation model using onehot vectors of lawyers and case descriptions.

Methods
# MeanPooling
# MaxPooling
# MinPooling
# Softmax (LawyerPAN)

Then, we borrow some baselines from various domains of recommender system, psychological measurement and education:
• PMF [23]: a latent factor model which projects the users and
items into a low-dimensional space by mining the sparse
consumption matrix.
• IRT [1, 25]: a cognitive diagnosis method, which models
students’ latent traits and the parameters of exercises like
difficulty and discrimination with a logistic-like function.
• TrueSkill [14]: a rating system among game players. It
works well for both teams with different numbers of players.
• NeuralCDM [35]: a neural cognitive diagnostic framework,
which leverages multi-layers for modeling the complex interactions of students and exercises, aims to diagnose students’
cognition by predicting the probability of the student answering the exercise correctly.
• NeuralCDM-BERT: a NeuralCD model where exercise difficulty was replaced by BERT while keeping the dimension
of exercise difficulty representation unchanged.

Accuracy
0.876
0.873
0.876
0.878

RMSE
0.306
0.308
0.308
0.303

AUC
0.926
0.926
0.926
0.929

F1
0.912
0.910
0.912
0.914

5.4.1 Overall performance. Obviously, our LawyerPAN and its
variants achieve the better performance than other baselines observing from Table 3. Then, comparing with other baselines, we
have the following observations from the results. 1) We compare
basis approaches (i.e., LR, AVG and BERT) with our model, which
all have poor performance because the LawyerPAN exploits deep
interactions between cases and lawyers. 2) Contrasted to some baselines from different domains, we can find that our model, which
have the clear correspondence between lawyer latent features and
legal fields, performs better than PMF, IRT and TrueSkill. 3) NeuralCDM and NeuralCDM-BERT outperform other baselines but
our LawyerPAN and its variants exceed them, which indicates that
the LawyerPAN can model the relationship between the lawyer
and corresponding cases effectively while ignoring the adversarial
relevance of lawyers’ compositions.

Particularly, when adopting the above models in lawyer effectiveness prediction, we replace relevant concepts (i.e., students and
exercises, users and items, both players) as lawyers and cases.
Finally, to further validate the performance of each component
in our model, we also design some simplified variants, including:

5.4.2 Ablation study. We focus on LawyerPAN and its variants.
Particularly, for LawyerPAN-EI, it adopts the case one-hot embedding vector to represent the case discrimination. It performs poorer
than LawyerPAN, which not only demonstrates the importance of
the difference between the most proficient and the least proficient
lawyer, but also shows the effectiveness of our proposed joint probability mentioned in Section 3.1.2. Next, we adopt LawyerPAN-SC
by assuming that the difficulty and discrimination of cases are the
same for all litigants. From the observation which LawyerPAN performs better than LawyerPAN-SC, we can demonstrate that the
effectiveness of designing different case difficulty for corresponding litigants in LawyerPAN. Finally, the only difference between
the variants, LawyerPAN-AM and NeuralCDM-BERT, lies in utilizing probability formulas (1) and (2) respectively. The more precise
performance of LawyerPAN-AM proves the effectiveness of joint
probability formula (2).

• LawyerPAN-EI: it replaces the case discrimination with the
case one-hot embedding vector.
• LawyerPAN-AM: it only adopts the anticipatory module in
assessment layer.
• LawyerPAN-SC: it uses the same case factors on the defen𝑑𝑖 𝑓 𝑓
𝑑𝑖 𝑓 𝑓
dant and plaintiff (i.e., 𝒉𝑝𝑙𝑎 = 𝒉𝑑𝑒 𝑓 , 𝒉𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐
= 𝒉𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐
).
𝑝𝑙𝑎
𝑑𝑒 𝑓

5.4

0.885 (+0.13)

Experimental Results

To evaluate the overall performance of LawyerPAN on lawyer effectiveness prediction task, we first show the comparison results
of LawyerPAN and its variants with baselines in Table 3. Then, we
compare several uniformization functions to verify the rationality of team proficiency representation. Finally, the visualization of
assessment parameters demonstrated the reasonable relationship
between learned lawyer proficiency and case difficulty.

5.4.3 Impact of uniformization function. Afterwards, due to
the impact of the adversarial module on proficiency assessment, we
turn to discuss this adversarial module. Specifically, in the practical
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Figure 6: An assessment example of 2 lawyers. The radar figure shows proficiency assessment on 5 common fields with
similar average effectiveness. Bottom descriptions are excerpted from the resumes on their home page of websites.

(c) Have positive effect in defendant (d) Have no positive effect in defendant

Figure 5: Visualization of assessment parameters.

Lawyer of Plaintiff

Case Difficulty (Plaintiff)

Lawyer of Defendant

Case Difficulty (Defendant)

Proficiency of Plaintiff Team
Proficiency of Plaintiff Team
Proficiency of Individual Lawyer

Plaintiff

Defendant

litigation context, debates in court are usually conducted in teams.
Intuitively, the comprehensive proficiency of the lawyer teams depends on each lawyer involved in the litigations. Therefore, we
make a series of experiments about the variants of formula (14)
to discuss this situation in Table 4. Among them, mean-pooling,
max-pooling and min-pooling represent the average, maximum and
minimum proficiency assessment respectively. From the observation, we can find that the mean-pooling approach has a little better
result than max-pooling and min-pooling, which demonstrates the
importance of overall proficiency of lawyers. Meanwhile, different
from the above methods, the formula (14) we designed considers the
impact of each lawyer. Further, the better performance of proposed
uniformization function shows the lawyers with higher proficiency
play a more important role in the litigation process. Therefore, at
the same time of getting the best result, it is also consistent with
our intuitive understanding.

Field of Negligent Injury

Field of Negligent Homicide

Figure 7: A case study of lawyer assessment in the adversarial module of LawyerPAN.
positive effectiveness on all handling records, the evaluation result of AVG method is 1.0, which is unlikely to reach in reality.
LawyerPAN apparently has more objective assessment results. On
the other hand, generally, due to the different difficulty of the cases
and the different record of handling cases, the same proficiency
values would be obtained difficultly. For instance, lawyer B is more
proficient than lawyer A by assessing with LawyerPAN in field 𝑓3
(i.e., Divorce Dispute), which is consistent with the description of
“marriage and family disputes” in the resume of the lawyer B. In
this sense, the LawyerPAN is in line with the reality.

5.4.4 Visualization of assessment parameters. To compare
with the lawyer proficiency, our LawyerPAN model evaluate the
difficulty of the cases and Figure 5 shows the value of lawyer proficiency and case difficulty in the field “housing presale contract
dispute”. We assume that if the lawyer proficiency is higher than
the case difficultly, the lawyer might have a positive effectiveness
on this case mentioned in Section 3.1.2. Through the observation,
we find that, in most cases where lawyers have a positive effectiveness in the plaintiff and defendant, lawyer proficiency value
(i.e., blue points) is greater than case difficulty value (i.e., yellow
points). In the cases where lawyers have no positive effectiveness,
the difficulty value of most cases is greater. The model evaluation
results are consistent with our hypothesis, and this further suggests
that there is a huge distinction between a lawyer agent for the
plaintiff and defendant.

5.5

AVG
LawyerPAN

𝒇𝒇𝟑𝟑 : Divorce Dispute

700

(b) Have no positive effect in plaintiff

0.8

𝒇𝒇𝟐𝟐

𝒇𝒇𝟑𝟑

0.4

𝒇𝒇𝟐𝟐 : Disputes over Private Lending
𝒇𝒇𝟓𝟓 : Labor Dispute

5.5.2 Team perspective. Furthermore, to intuitively verify this
interpretability, we design a visualization in Figure 7 on the perspective of adversarial teams. This example shows a criminal case
concerning two legal fields (i.e., negligent injury and homicide).
There is one lawyer in plaintiff team and four lawyers in defendant
team. The yellow and blue bar represent the comprehensive proficiency of plaintiff and defendant team respectively, and the grey
shows the personal proficiency. The different lines denote different
case difficulties. Specifically, the case difficulty is higher than the
proficiency of the lawyer in plaintiff with both fields, which shows
the lawyer in plaintiff team hardly has positive effectiveness on
this case. Meanwhile, for the whole team in defendant, the case
difficulty (i.e. green line) is lower than lawyers’ comprehensive
proficiency (i.e. blue bar). It reflects defendant team can handle this
case effectively. From the above observations, we can conclude that
our LawyerPAN can give interpretable results by exploiting both
case difficulty and lawyer proficiency.

Case Study

To demonstrate the effectiveness and interpretability of the assessment in the real world, we provide a qualitative analysis of
LawyerPAN from individual and team perspectives.
5.5.1 Individual perspective. We give an example of the assessment reports containing the individual lawyers’ proficiency in each
legal field in Figure 6. Here, we demonstrate the rationality and
effectiveness of LawyerPAN from two aspects. On the one hand, in
the field 𝑓1 (i.e., Sales Contract Dispute), since both lawyers have
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a focused study on proficiency assessment for trial lawyers and proposed a LawyerPAN model for mining
proficiency of lawyers in various fields. To be specific, we designed
the anticipatory module to exploit the lawyer’s proficiency of anticipatory solution and strategy making in a certain case, and the
adversarial module to depict the gap of lawyers’ proficiency between both sides in the debate. Finally, we evaluated our approaches
by conducting extensive experiments on our collected data, and
the experimental results clearly demonstrated the effectiveness and
interpretability of our proposed approaches. In summary, Lawyer
Proficiency Assessment can help people who are unfamiliar with
legal expertise and lawyers to choose appropriate legal teams when
they have trouble in lawsuits. Therefore, we hope this work can
help more people and boost much research in this promising field.
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